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There were three centaurs , first one growing out 
of a dappled  stallion named Mito as a foal he 
would say, 'Me to ,me to ...the second a brown 
stallion named Noyet who said ,' Not yet , Not 
yet ' The third centaur was a coal black stallion 
named Yonder who loved to wander.These three 
friends were like normal boys who pranced and 
cantered , were called to heel when 
boistorous.The centaurs roamed Eurasian 
jungles ,  sometimes they went out to bring 
peace between waring  tribes 
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Centaurus  constellation was clearly visible in the 
night sky , positioned over  peak. That night 
Yonder had crossed the time bridge and brought 
Lassie back  from the future world  to live in 
ancient Sparta  

Hera was  the soul mate  of Noyat while  
 Mito  was a happy go lucky centaur  
Yonder was the betroth of  Princess Nephele  

hence  the crown prince  of the centaurs  
 

Time  bridge  opened  when the constellation  
were positioned  correctly  enabling time travel. 
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Yonder  the Centaur  and  Princess Cynsica    /   Lassie  in  Centaurunion 
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Now  Yonder 

has son named  

Danzle  and  

Lassie  a 

daughter  

Princess  

Athena  
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Centaurus was the father of the race of the centaurs 
or Ixionidae. The centaurs are half-man, half 
horse; having the torso of a man extending where 
the neck of a horse should be, wild, savage, and 
emotional . 

Inspite of some physical differences , centaurs were 
like humans  flirting with lady centaurs , some 
centaurs two timed their girl friends and there were 
cat-fights over  certain handsome centaurs  
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 Lassie had been  adopted by Yonder  
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               ‘I’ve heard ,she has been dating Centaurus, Pegasus   

                                 and  a stallion’ 
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Athena    

              and 

   Danzle     

   the boy                                               

Centaur   
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Princess Athena  and  Danzle  the  

boy centaur 

Boys  will be  boys  they say so Danzle 

the little centaur sometimes  played 

traunt , instead of  going to school  he 

would go fishing. 

Well one day his teacher called his 

Mom and  Dad  ofcourse  he got 

detention.  
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